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Both students and instructors will welcome the new edition of Joseph W. Glannon's &lt;b>The Law

of Torts: Examples & Explanations&lt;/b>. This popular study guide provides clear, engaging

introductions to the principles of tort law, along with interesting examples that illustrate how the

principles apply in typical cases. &lt;p class=copymedium>These distinctive characteristics earned

the book its reputation for effectiveness: &lt;li class=copymedium>highly respected author, whose

best-selling &lt;b>Civil Procedure: Examples & Explanations&lt;/b has been a lifesaver for first-year

students &lt;li class=copymedium>uniquely entertaining writing style that captures and holds student

interest &lt;li class=copymedium>coverage of the standard topics from most Torts courses -

intentional torts, negligence, causation, duty, damages, liability of multiple defendants, and the

effect of the plaintiff's conduct &lt;li class=copymedium>three-chapter section on Taking a Torts

Essay Exam supplies guidance, tips, and sample exam questions and answers&lt;/ul> &lt;p

class=copymedium>The Third Edition introduces important new material: &lt;li

class=copymedium>two new chapters on Products Liability, one on theories of recovery in strict

products liability cases and one on common defenses to strict products liability claims &lt;li

class=copymedium>completely updated text, with citations reflecting the most current law
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I bought this E&E just before finals to prepare for the exam. It was definitely worth the price. It

helped clear up any uncertainties I had and gave me a "big picture" perspective of the semester.

Each topic is broken into a chapter that gives an overall explanation, and at the end of each chapter



there are 10+ questions that reinforce/give additional information about the process of applying the

topic to a fact pattern. There are also exam tips and 2-3 long essay samples with sample

answers.This book is very helpful in easily explaining a concept and explaining how things relate to

each other. I wish I had ordered the book at the beginning of the semester to read each chapter as

we were discussing the topic in class. I feel it would have been very helpful.This is a great tool for a

study aid, but it can not be used to ace an exam without going to class or taking good class notes. It

only explains majority opinions on topics, and often professors will cover both majority/minority

opinions and their applications to be tested on them. Additionally, although it does touch on the

Restatement, it does not go into much detail about the Restatement approach for many topics, so if

you professor focuses on that you will need additional instruction.I used this book in conjunction with

the Crunchtime: Torts. I found that combined, they were a great prep tool and plan to use both again

for other classes. With that said, the Torts E&E was far more helpful than any other E&E. I would

not recommend an E&E for every class, and think you should look at the book in the library before

you purchase it to see if it would be a decent supplement for your class.

For some reason I think 's reviews bleed through different editions.IE. You will find reviews of the

1st/2nd edition on the 3rd editions page. This often misleads and/or distorts the promotion of a

product.The newest editions of examples & explanations are fabulous and settle a few issues that

may have been present in the past. All to often students expect these to be comprehensive outlines

like Emanuels that do all the work for them---no. The grades come to those who work and that is

where this series shines. It gives you practice and furthers understanding.

Before I get into the good things about this book, I have all the E+E's for my first year classes and

the problem I have with all of them is that they don't cover a lot of the subjects that are covered in

each class, which sometimes leaves me resorting to other sources or supplements if I don't

understand something, or to help me outline. With that being said, the material is does cover is done

very well. The examples and explanations part is very very helpful in preparing for exams, as well as

for learning the material, and are the best part of the E+E series (hence the title of the books). I

haven't seen any amazing torts supplements out there, but this is definitely one of the better

ones.The last chapter of the book also does an excellent job talking about exam writing and

explaining the IRAC method. So if you need an extra boost in torts or just want something to

reinforce what you are learning in class, this is a great book.



I actually purchased this for help with my classes, but found even though it had some basic

information, the best use was not for daily reading and case briefing, but for exams. There are a few

pages in each chapter of basic topic description and then the rest of the chapter has example essay

type questions you can use to practice before midterms or finals. You then get explanations to go

along with those sample questions that let you know if you're on the right track. If you need help for

daily reading, this isn't going to help, but if you are worried about exams, this is the book for you.

Very helpful. Reviews of older editions mentioned that it did not include all of the intentional torts.

This new edition does.

This book is called an Example & Explanation book. It helps readers/students who are trying to

learn, or who are enrolled in a Torts (Civil Wrongs) course understand the important principles and

concepts relating to the various laws and theories of Torts. It is a great study aid/supplement for

students enrolled in Torts. The text clearly explains the laws governing Torts and how the laws work

in factual scenarios. Each chapter covers an important concept of Torts and gives questions, along

with answers, to aid the reader in understanding how the laws and theories of Torts apply.

Only problem I have with this book is that it goes over a lot of stuff you most likely won't be tested

on your final exam like contribution and indemnity amount.No chapter on defamation

either.However, if you just need the basics for Tort, this is your book. Glannon does a great job

organizing and going through the elements of both intentional torts and negligence (the big one

which exams will always have).Unlike other crap E and E, this book will only go over what you need

to know and not start briefing you on cases to exemplify a subject. Whatever cases are presented in

this book will be summarized succinctly and will likely just be an example to a particular law.
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